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The Climbers’ Club

‘A Templar Knight is truly a fearless knight, and secure on
every side, for his soul is protected by the armour of faith,
just as his body is protected by the armour of steel. He is
thus doubly-armed, and need fear neither demons nor
men.’ Bernard de Clairvaux 1135

Inaccuracies in the photomap on page 356 of the 2008 guide have caused some
confusion. This has here been amended and, with some minor revisions to the text and
an expansion of the photodiagram coverage of the Knight Templar Rocks, this
supplement replaces pages 356 to 359 of the guide.

The area provides some very amenable climbing when high winds and/or big seas
make climbing on the west coast nigh on impossible.

A fuller supplement to the 2008 guide is planned for 2010. Please record new routes or
other information in the Marisco Tavern logbook; on the Climbers’ Club website:
www.climbers-club.co.uk; or by email to Paul Harrison: borealmiduk@hotmail.com.

The Halfway Buttresses OS Ref 1386 4590
This is the collection of small jumbled outcrops grouped together just below Halfway Wall.
Directly below Halfway Wall is the Logan Stone: a large block perched on top of a narrow
pedestal, upon which it once rocked. It can be climbed by an entertaining excursion up the
slender seaward face of the pedestal with variation pitches to either side, Logan (15m VD 7.65).
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The Shelterstone OS Ref 1386 4586
Below the Logan Stone, and directly in line with
Halfway Wall, lies a larger, more substantial
buttress. Descent from the summit is by abseil
from a prominent large spike. Rubus (22m
HS 30.8.69) traverses diagonally left across a
slab at the foot of the buttress and continues
over blocks and up a vegetated corner to the
top. At the back or landward side of the
buttress is a steep scruffy crack: No Shots
(12m HVS 5a 7.81) climbs the crack to a ledge
before moving right to finish. Sea Enema
(22m VS 4b 24.8.94) climbs the front of the
buttress via a series of cracked slabs and
overhangs before finishing up the crack-system
in the left side of the arête.

� Shelterstone 23m HVS 5a (18.5.01)
The steep crackline in the north side of the
buttress provides an excellent test of
jamming ability and is probably the best
route in the vicinity. Start beneath the centre
of the buttress. Climb straight up and over
the first roof, using a prominent flake. Trend
rightwards around the rib and follow a short
groove to reach the base the crackline.
Follow the crack to finish at the apex of the
buttress.

A few metres north of the Logan Stone are four smaller buttresses. The most southerly
buttress is very vegetated and broken, giving two scrappy climbs of Diff standard up its
slabby, seaward face. The next buttress is lower down the hillside and just above the path. It
provides one climb: Hard Labour (15m VS 4c 27.3.67) follows a crack in the left edge of
the buttress front to an overhang and finishes up the continuation chimney. The buttress
immediately above is separated from the summit of the lower buttress by a small col, and
has one short, unpleasant route of VD standard. The fourth and final buttress hereabouts is
a little higher and to the right, and has been christened Simon’s Templar (incorrectly
labelled Knight Templar Rock on the 2008 photomap). Seven Years in Tibbett’s (14m
E2 5c † 2.10.08 FA Neil Harrison, Mike Snell) climbs the attractive north face of the buttress by
a series of increasingly technical moves to a prominent jug. Step right and climb direct to
the top.

The Knight Templar Rocks
Two hundred metres north of Halfway Wall and just above the east coast path, two much
larger, broken buttresses can be seen, First and Second Knight Templar respectively. The
Knight Templar Rock itself is approximately 100 metres north of Second Knight Templar.

First Knight Templar OS Ref 1389 4603
This large but rather broken buttress has a couple of worthwhile slab pitches on excellent
clean rock.
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Shelterstone HVS
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� Bored 24m E1 5a (20.8.90)
A bold and direct ascent of the attractive white rib on the left-hand side of the cliff. Climb
directly to the rib and follow its right-hand side until just above an overlap. Step left,
and follow a slab and arête to a ledge.

Twelve Bore 26m VS 4b (14.5.69)
Start as for Bored, beneath the white rib. Climb the rib for 9 metres to just above the
overlap. Move diagonally right and continue up a wide, vegetated crackline 2 metres
right of the arête to the top.

� Permanent Nerve Damage 27m E2 5b (25.3.89)
Neat technical climbing linking the smooth, overlapping slabs right of Twelve Bore. Start
6 metres right of Twelve Bore, beneath a clean rib. Climb the rib to a small overlap and
move up and rightwards to a second overlap. Step left and pull over at its narrowest
point onto a smooth slab. Climb directly up the slab, past a thin horizontal break, to
reach some good flakes below a larger overlap. Move left until good holds lead up to a
final bulge and white slab to finish.

Friction Addiction 26m E1 5a (24.8.94)
A poor route that attempts to climb the white slab right of Permanent Nerve Damage but
fails miserably! Start 5 metres right of Permanent Nerve Damage. Climb a slab to an
overlap and pass this on its narrower, left-hand side. Continue up the vegetated left
edge of the slab, bearing right and then left to a second overlap and easy ground.
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1 Bored E1
2 Twelve Bore VS
3 Permanent Nerve Damage E2
4 Friction Addiction E1
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Bideford Ridge 33m VD (4.63)
The broken rib bounding the right-hand side of the buttress gives a series of pleasant,
though escapable pitches. Start at a step in the arête about 12 metres up, and below the
first steep section.
1 9m The block above is split by two cracks. Take the left-hand crack to a large ledge.
2 15m Go easily up the broken slab to the left of the arête for 3 metres. Traverse right
onto the arête above a steep section, and follow it to a ledge.
3 9m Move up and left onto a flake and finish up a short crack.

Second Knight Templar OS Ref 1392 4607

Although broken and rather vegetated on its left-hand side, there is some worthwhile
climbing on its right. A long ledge just above half height divides the cliff. Below this and
towards the right is a steeper, cleaner area of rock with the groove of Scafoid at its centre
and the large flake of Flake Route high up to the right.

A short leftward-slanting crack in a gully south of the cliff marks the line of Blood Crystal
(12m E1 5c † 6.4.87).

Sepulchre 38m VS 4c (3.9.88)
A worthwhile route up the left edge of the steep area of rock, although it would benefit
from a clean. Start at a large block. Trend left up the wall until beneath the overlapping
slab. Pull onto this and follow its left edge to a large sloping ledge (belay possible).
Finish up a deep groove on the right.
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1 Sepulchre VS
2 Scafoid VS
3 The True Cross E2
4 Flake Route S
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� Scafoid 40m VS (20.3.72)
The clean, shallow groove in the centre of the wall gives a delightful pitch, but the lack of
good protection in the groove marks it out at the upper limit of its grade.
1 22m 4c Move up to the groove and follow it to a large overhang. Swing out right
and step up into a niche where good cracks lead to a large belay ledge.
2 18m Follow juggy grooves to the top.
Left Hand Finish (22m HVS 5a): where the original first pitch goes right, climb
diagonally left, between two overhangs, to finish up a wide crack.

� The True Cross 22m E2 5b (3.10.08)
Excellent climbing up the wall just right of the Scafoid groove. Start 3 metres right of
Scafoid. Increasingly bold climbing leads to a thin flake crack and good runners. After a
difficult entry into a short bottomless groove, pull out right to a good crack and finish
direct to the Scafoid belay ledge.
FA Paul Harrison, Neil Harrison

� Flake Route 39m S (1964)
A series of short, clean pitches interspersed with good belay ledges marks this route out
as the best of the easier-grade climbs on the east coast. Start at the bottom right-hand
corner of the smooth wall, below a prominent jutting block.
1 6m Go easily over blocks to a belay ledge below a large flake just right of the
prominent block.
2 12m Climb steeply up to the left for 3 metres to below the overhang formed by the
base of the large flake. Surmount this on large holds and proceed up the crack to the
left of the flake to a belay at its end.
3 6m Move up to the ledge above and climb a short, steep groove to a large platform.
4 15m The groove in the large block above provides a suitable finish.

Knight Templar Rock OS Ref 1387 4616
This deceptively steep cliff has some worthwhile climbing and is best approached from the
path at plateau level. The buttress takes its name from its southern aspect which, when viewed
from plateau level, presents an uncanny profile of a helmeted face gazing defiantly out to sea.

The southern side of the rock is capped by a line of overhangs. A poor route, Heatwave
(21m VD), climbs the broken corner-line to the left of these, with a tougher VS finish
possible through the overhangs to the right.

� Knight Cap 26m E2 5c (6.9.97)
Steady climbing up the left side of the buttress culminates in a spectacular finish through
the ‘knight’s helmet’. Start beneath a groove 4 metres left of a short V-groove capped by a
small overhang. Move up to a slab and cross it rightwards to a thread on the right of the
overhang. Climb up until it is possible to step left under the next overhang, and continue
up the wall above to the headwall. Move right, just beneath the ‘helmet’, and stretch up
and right for a good ‘knobble’ above the overhang. Pull over this for an exciting finish.

� Fat Freddy’s Cat 28m HVS (16.9.82)
A worthwhile route with an exhilarating finish through the right-hand side of the big
overhangs. Start beneath a rib 2 metres right of Knight Cap.
1 19m 5a Climb the rib, past a bulge, into a rightward-slanting groove, which in turn
leads to an overhang. Step left, and then go over another bulge into a groove. Climb this for
3 metres to where an obvious traverse right leads to a stance below the large overhangs.
2 9m 5a Move up to the overhangs and climb the right-hand of two cracks to a good
hold. Pull out onto the rib for an exposed finish.
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Crusader 27m VS (13.4.63)
The first pitch may feel a little intimidating. Start below the second groove to the right of
Fat Freddy’s Cat.
1 18m 4c Climb the groove to a slab and flake and an optional belay. Move up to the
right of a narrow, overhanging chimney and take a stance below the overhangs.
2 9m Traverse right across a slab to a nose of rock and continue up an easy corner to
finish.
Direct Finish VS
2a 8m 4c A short steep problem up the wide, shallow chimney to the right of the
overhangs. Finish up the crack above.

A poor climb, Sir Gareth (27m S 14.5.69), takes a line up broken vegetated rock from
the foot of Crusader to the top of Saladin.

Big Ed 27m VS (22.10.78)
The rib to the right of Crusader and 3 metres left of Saladin. Start below a small
overhang.
1 18m 4b Turn the overhang on its right-hand side and make an awkward step left
onto the rib. Continue up the rib and go over a bulge at 12 metres to a ledge on the
front of the buttress.
2 9m Crusader pitch 2.

� Saladin 27m VS (26.3.67)
A good initial pitch that is sustained and deceptively steep. Start below a steep crack in
the front of the buttress.
1 21m 4c Climb the crack for 9 metres; then follow the obvious line up to the right
until almost on the arête. Continue up to a large ledge on the left and a belay.
2 6m The easy corner of Crusader is climbed to the top. Alternatively, climb the broken
wall on the right.
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1 Knight Cap E2
2 Fat Freddy’s Cat HVS
3 Crusader VS
3a Direct Finish VS

4 Big Ed VS
5 Saladin VS
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Infidel 26m VS 4c (6.9.97)
An interesting route weaving a line up the overlapping slabs right of Saladin. Start 2 metres
right of Saladin. Climb the right-hand side of the first two slabs and step up into the centre
of the third. Continue, passing a square block overhang on its right, to a large ledge. Step
left and swing up on high sidepulls before moving back right into the centre of the slab for
an easier finish.

The tapering chimney right of Saladin can be reached from the vegetated slab below to
give a poor route Split Infinitives (26m S 8.8.85). In the north face of the buttress are two
distinctive corners: Fag Ash (21m D 5.68) climbs the left-hand corner, very close to the
front of the buttress; White Horse (21m VD 9.68) climbs the right-hand corner with a
chimney in its upper section.

A little further up the slope and just below plateau level is a short steep wall with some
bulging overhangs on its right side. Left of the overhangs is a grassy ramp.

The Jolly Roger 10m HVS 5a (6.6.90)
A strenuous line up a wall, crack, and triangular block 8 metres left of the ramp.

Sir Patrick Splends 10m E2 5b † 2.8.86)
Start just right of the ramp and climb a small steep corner and crack to a finish direct up
the wall above.

Kamikaze Canary 9m VS 4c (4.6.90)
Start beneath the left end of the overhangs. Gain a ledge from the left and traverse
rightwards beneath the overhangs, and go up through a niche to finish right at the top
of the cliff.
FA M Watson, D Ladell

Dubious Tactics 7m VS 5a (5.6.90)
Take a direct line up the right-hand end of the overhangs via a jug on the lip.
FA I Woodrow, D Hanks
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